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Atlas Of Animal Adventures
Unleash your imagination as you journey through the wide-ranging world of
LEGO building with The LEGO Adventure Book. This inspiring tour is filled with
bright visuals, step-by-step breakdowns of 25 models, and nearly 200 example
models from the world's best builders. Learn to build robots, trains, medieval
villages, spaceships, airplanes, and much more. Whether you're brand-new to
LEGO or have been building for years, this book is sure to spark your imagination
and motivate you to keep creating!
After Becca's mom becomes pregnant, Becca visits her grandmother at her rustic
cabin by the sea alone, and although she dreads it at first, she finds adventures
and friendship and returns to the island again and again.
Super-sniffing, high-power hearing, eerie eyesight, and power-house
punches—some of Earth's amazing animals have super-hero senses!
From the team behind the best-selling Atlas of Adventures comes this prehistoric
journey of discovery. You’ll get to embark on over thirty dinosaur adventures that
will take you all around the world! Travel back in time to lock horns with a
triceratops, stalk prey with a T-Rex, and learn to fly with a baby Pteranodon. With
hundreds of things to spot and facts to learn, this is the biggest Atlas adventure
yet!
2018 INDIES Winner Gold, Juvenile Nonfiction (Children's) Gold Mom's Choice
Award Winner 2019 National Parenting Product Awards Winner Creative Child
Magazine Book of the Year Award Winner Honor Book for the 2018 Montana
Book Awards Nautilus Book Awards Gold Winner What does it feel like to “see”
with your ears like a bat or go through a full body transformation like a frog? Can
you wriggle in and out of tight places like an octopus, camouflage yourself like a
leopard, or do a waggle dance like a honeybee? This creative and beautifully
illustrated interactive guide makes learning about animals fun for children ages 6
and up. Fifteen animals explain their amazing feats and invite kids to enter their
world by mimicking their behavior — an imaginative approach to learning that
fosters curiosity, empathy, and dramatic play.
Gentle morality lessons, delightfully taught, in a tale about an amiable bear who
comes to live in the Green Forest. Large, easy-to-read type and charming
illustrations.
From the team behind the best-selling Atlas of Adventures comes this awe-
inspiring journey of discovery. Travel around the world to scale the Eiffel Tower,
trek the Great Wall of China, and raft through the Yosemite Valley. Showcasing
the globe's most impressive landscapes, iconic buildings and evocative
antiquities from both the modern and ancient worlds, this is the most wonderful
Atlas adventure yet!
An extensive look at nature in verse. An essential introduction to the animal world
with exquisitely modern illustrations.
Presents 12 of the most epic animal adventures around the globe. Readers will take an
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armchair tour of endangered mammals on the Okavango Delta in Africa, unique
animals on the Galapagos Islands, goats that climb the trees in Morocco to eat fruit,
monkeys that soak in hot springs in Japan, and more.
Are you ready to meet some of the most incredible Olympians in the world? These
animal athletes are at the top of their game, and they’re ready to go for gold! This
fascinating book for readers aged 5+ examines the incredible abilities of animals from
all around the globe with a captivating and original conceit – in Animal Olympics, the
creatures are competing, and the reader has a front row seat to the action. In each
event, animals are awarded bronze, silver or gold for their skills. Events featured in the
book include diving, wrestling, rock climbing and gymnastics. Readers will discover all
kinds of astounding animals, from the bar-headed goose, which flies at heights of up to
6,300 metres, to the flic-flac spider, which cartwheels across the Moroccan desert. Fun
vignettes show the animals in their heat, and are accompanied by absorbing, fact-
packed captions. On your marks, get set, and off we go to the Animal Olympics!
From one of the finest nature writers at work in America today-a lyrical, dramatic,
illuminating tour of the hidden domain of wild animals. Whether recalling the experience
of being chased through the Grand Canyon by a bighorn sheep, swimming with sharks
off the coast of British Columbia, watching a peregrine falcon perform acrobatic stunts
at 200 miles per hour, or engaging in a tense face-off with a mountain lion near a desert
waterhole, Craig Childs captures the moment so vividly that he puts the reader in his
boots. Each of the forty brief, compelling narratives in The Animal Dialogs focuses on
the author's own encounter with a particular species and is replete with astonishing
facts about the species' behavior, habitat, breeding, and lifespan. But the glory of each
essay lies in Childs's ability to portray the sometimes brutal beauty of the wilderness, to
capture the individual essence of wild creatures, to transport the reader beyond the
human realm and deep inside the animal kingdom
The arrival of Old Man Coyote causes a lot of commotion in the Green Forest. Master
storyteller blends a good story with gentle lessons about nature and virtuous conduct. 6
new illustrations.
"Come and find the weirdest and most wonderful animals from the heights of the
Himalayas to the deepest depths of the Pacific ocean!"--Cover.
Daily Telegraph: 'A beautifully illustrated children's book that offers a glimpse into the
lives and languages of different children the world over' Explore the lives of children all
over the world and celebrate one of humanity's greatest achievements: written and
verbal language. With fully illustrated word charts, featuring children depicted in their
home country and doing ordinary things, learn about more than 100 languages, from
well-known and lesser-known indigenous languages that introduce us to some of the
world's most remote communities. With a foreword by ethnobotanist and explorer,
Professor Wade Davis, this unique book comes with a free, downloadable app for iOS
and Android that allows you to hear the phrases in the book, each recorded by a native
speaker.
Learn how Prickly Porky makes friends, what makes Old Granny Fox lose her dignity,
and more in this entertaining collection of tales from a master storyteller.
At the Animal Rescue Friends shelter, everyone is looking for a way to belong--kids and
animals alike. From Epic! Originals, Animal Rescue Friends is a heartwarming, three-
book graphic novel series filled with humor and furry friendships. Welcome to Animal
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Rescue Friends, where any stray can find a friendly face--furry or otherwise. This first
collection of middle-grade comics includes five tales of found family: A lonely girl living
in the suburbs finds happiness with a stray pit bull; a protective mama ferret and her six
kits learn to trust a shelter volunteer; a shy boy stands up for himself with the help of a
strong-willed bunny; a cantankerous cat helps to mend a troubled relationship; and the
shelter's unofficial mascot eventually finds a home. Perfect for animal-loving kids, this
adorable comics series will inspire and uplift.
Atlas of Animal AdventuresA collection of nature's most unmissable events, epic
migrations and extraordinary behavioursWide Eyed Editions
Nicola Davies, the award-winning author of A First Book of Nature, presents a
spellbinding treasury of poems about the animal world, illustrated in breathtaking
detail by Petr Horacek. Polar bears playing on the ice, tigers hunting in the
jungle, fireflies twinkling in the evening sky and nightingales singing in the heart
of the woods - there are animals everywhere. From blue whales to bumblebee
bats and everything in between, A First Book of Animals takes you all over the
planet to visit all kinds of different creatures. This book is a glorious celebration of
life in the wild in all its variety and splendour, and belongs on every child's
bookshelf.
The creator behind the blog Pink Stripey Socks brings her crafting talent to
cardboard! With these easy-to-make, imagination-growing cardboard crafts, kids
can put on a show, travel back in time, and even rocket to outer space!
Open up this super-sized atlas and prepare to be immersed in the beauty of our
natural world!
Take the adventure with you with this new Travel Edition of the critically
acclaimed Atlas of Adventures. Whether you're visiting the penguins of
Antarctica, joining the Carnival in Brazil or taking a canoe safari down the
Zambezi River, this book brings together more than 100 activities and challenges
to inspire adventurers of any age. Celebrate the great diversity of our planet: with
every turn of the page, you'll come across different animals, people and sights
unique to each of the locations. Look out for two adventurers in every scene as
you travel through the book. Discover with them hundreds of things to spot and
learn about. Each section begins with an infographic map of the region it
explores, followed by richly detailed two-page spreads featuring its most
fascinating locations. You'll get to go to sleep under the Northern Lights, meet
millions of monarch butterflies in the boreal forests of Mexico's volcanic
mountains, shower with an elephant in Chiang Mai and go snorkeling in the Great
Barrier Reef, among many other amazing adventures. Interesting facts and
figures pepper the scenes. Did you know that London's Big Ben clock bell weighs
as much as a small elephant? Or that more than one-third of the world's
commercial supply of pineapples comes from Hawaii? A 'Can you find?' page at
the back challenges you to explore the pages even deeper by locating the
pictured people, animals and things. This smaller Travel Edition fits easily into
suitcases, backpacks and car-seats, making it the perfect guide for budding
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adventurers.
A thrilling animal adventure around the globe packed with maps and facts,
perfect for kids ages 6-8. With more than 40 full-color maps packed with
information, Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas zooms in on countries and
continents to show key animal habitats and locations around the world.
Photographs highlight each continent's most iconic animals and colorful graphics
take a closer look, showing the animals, plants, and habitats found within each
country. Habitats are introduced and explained on visually stunning pages, from
the mountains and deserts to the grasslands and tropical rain forests. Bite-size
facts and figures explain where the habitats are found and what the climate is
like, and describe the plants and animals that live in them, making the information
easy for kids to comprehend. Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas brings the
amazing world of wildlife into the home, taking kids on a wild adventure around
the globe.
Set your spirit of adventure free with this journey to the world's great oceans,
discovering the diversity of life that exists in the deep blue sea. Whether you're
travelling long haul with leatherback turtles across the Pacific, snoozing with sea
otters or ice bathing with a walrus, this book celebrates the very prescient topic of
the world's oceans with Lucy Letherland's animal characters. A natural history
lesson in an adventure book, each spread features 10 captions and and facts
about every destination. The 5th title in the best-selling Atlas of Adventures
series that has now been translated into 31 languages.
Bob White is a busy bird with many friends, including Farmer Brown's boy, who
tries to protect Bob and his wife when a hunter arrives.
Discover the world's smallest adventures with this beautifully illustrated journey
around the world from the award-winning team behind Atlas of Adventures.
Explore seven continent maps and learn about the best small-scale adventures
on Earth - whether you're taking a ride on the world's largest miniature railway,
sending a letter with the wolrd's smallest post office or cruising coral reefs with
the smallest seahorse, this book brings together coolest miniature adventures
from the four corners of the globe.
This unique learning experience lets kids meet dinosaurs face-to-face. Animal
Adventures: Dinosaurs will take you on a journey to explore the world of
dinosaurs. Have fun while learning and see all of your favorites like you never
have before—with colorful illustrations and fascinating facts, and then by building
a diorama. Everything you need to dive into the world of dinos is right here! This
unique set includes a book full of colorful illustrations and intriguing facts about
dinosaurs, plus three-dimensional dinosaur models and a diorama with reusable
stickers. Journey to the Age of Dinosaurs to learn everything you need to know
about these remarkable creatures.
Did you know that the Labrador retriever that starred in Marley and Me was a
rescue dog from a shelter in Florida? His is a true rags-to-riches story! This title
explores the history of animals in entertainment while highlighting some of the pet
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pals we have grown to love on the silver screen!
These fables from around the world recount the adventures of animals that not
only can talk but also possess other all-too-human traits. A dozen full-color plates
and numerous black-and-white drawings illustrate traditional stories of vice
punished and virtue rewarded, including tales of a tortoise that couldn't hold her
tongue, a discontented cat, a rabbit that saved his country, and other curious
creatures. In "Reynard the Fox," the notorious trickster joins forces with a wolf
until his partner's greed drives Reynard to seek revenge. "The Butterfly and the
Crane," a tale from Fiji, involves a race to a remote island, and the Flemish
legend "The Angel Artist" tells how birds developed their bright feathers. "Zum,
Zum, Ziss," "The Raven's Revenge," "The Camel's Neck," and other time-
honored parables provide captivating entertainment for readers of all ages.
"Off to the hills of España we go. Grab a tomato . . . get ready . . . now THROW!"
Every year, the town of Buñol in Spain holds La Tomatina, a grand fiesta
featuring the world's BIGGEST food fight! Join in the fun! Afer putting on goggles
and grabbing some squishy tomates, it's time to toss fruit like there's no
tomorrow. "WHOOSH! Tomatoes are filling the air!" "SPLAT! Tomatoes are stuck
in my hair!" Soon, the entire town is flowing in crimson. Juice flows down ears,
drips off noses, runs down ankles, and spreads through toes. And the tomatoes
are still flying until . . . BOOM! The cannon is fired, and it's time to stop for the
day, clean up, and go to bed, to dream of all of the fun next year. A silly, sensory
celebration of tradition and gold old-fashioned food fight fun, Food Fight Fiesta! is
sure to delight.
Explores the most adventurous places on Earth, extreme plants and animals,
crazy weather, and outrageous landforms.
From the team behind the best-selling Atlas of Adventures. Head off on a journey
of discovery, with this book that collects together nature’s most unmissable
events from between the two poles, including epic migrations, extraordinary
behaviours, and Herculean habits. Find hundreds of things to spot and learn new
facts about every animal.
Meet some of nature's most fantastic underwater creatures in this beautifully
illustrated exploration of the sea. Get ready for a deep dive into THE WORLDS'S
GREAT OCEANS, and discover the DIVERSITY OF LIFE that exists in the DEEP
BLUE SEA. Whether you're traveling long-haul with LEATHERBACK TURTLES
across the Pacific, snoozing with SEA OTTERS, or ice-bathing with a WALRUS,
this book brings together EPIC OCEAN ADVENTURES from the high seas to the
ocean floor. With over 30 scenes to explore, young nature adventurers will find
hundreds of things to spot, with facts to learn on every page.
Explore ten diverse habitats from the Great Plains to the Sonoran Desert, and listen to birds in
the wild with this extraordinary sound book. Full of fun facts about each bird species, you can
press each page and listen out for the sounds of tropical birds, birds of paradise and even
songbirds from your own back garden, in this stunning interactive book for young nature lovers.
This crew of self-proclaimed weirdos are tired of their loser status in the pool. But on their way
to gain the respect and free snacks they deserve, they stumble upon a lonely giant squid. Will
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he be the secret weapon they need for synchronized swimming stardom? Will they be able to
outwit the sinister strangers in bowler hats, or will they end up with ink on their faces?
Zoe mostly has it good. Her parents are nice, her brother isn‰Ûªt half bad, and her dog Ella is
amazing. But Zoe thinks her life is boring ‰ÛÒ nothing ever changes. She‰Ûªs stuck in her
wheelchair and her parents never let her do anything fun. And it really bugs her that some of
the kids think she‰Ûªs not smart just because her body doesn‰Ûªt always do what she wants.
Then in the midst of the holiday season, Zoe learns about the diverse cultures of her friends at
school, and realizes she‰Ûªs not the only different one in class. While celebrating the traditions
of Christmas, Hanukkanh, Kwanzaa, Divali and Eid, she realizes that excitement can arrive in
weird and challenging ways. Will Zoe succeed when she needs to take charge for the first
time? Or, is having adventures really not as great as she thought?
Come face-to-face with the biggest, toughest, oldest and most unmissable wonders on Earth in
Atlas of Record-Breaking Adventures, the sixth and latest in the bestselling series.
This stunning new atlas is your first-class pass on a world tour of the homes of Earth's most
incredible animals. The latest exciting title in DK's popular Where on Earth? series maps out
the habitats of the world's mammals, fish, birds, reptiles, invertebrates, and more. Whether it's
plotting the range of a lion, following the flight paths of birds, tracking great white sharks in the
oceans, or exploring the migration of the monarch butterfly, you will see exactly where and how
more than 100 extraordinary animal species live. What makes Where on Earth? Animals
unique are the maps themselves. Each one is individually commissioned in 3-D, with detail to
show the habitat of each animal, as well as its geographic location. This reveals an astonishing
amount of information about the behavior of these animals, from how seals are adapted to
survive in freezing Antarctic seas to how beetles survive in the heat of the Sahara desert.
There is also a focus on the conservation and protection of animals. Maps reveal the shrinking
territories of some species, showing where they used to roam in the past compared to what's
left of their range today. Whichever animal you're trying to track down, you're sure to find it in
Where on Earth? Animals.
Take a tour of Toronto, look around Lisbon or hot-foot it to Helsinki with this global adventure in
a book! 30 best-loved cities from around the world are brought to life with illustrations by Martin
Haake, which show in fabulous detail key landmarks, famous people, iconic buildings and
cultural icons for all the family to enjoy. A search-and-find game on every page helps young
readers to explore every city and spot the hundreds of details that makes each place unique.
Set your spirit of adventure free with this lavishly illustrated trip around the world. Whether
you're visiting the penguins of Antarctica, joining the Carnival in Brazil, or a canoe safari down
the Zambezi River, this book brings together more than 100 activities and challenges to inspire
armchair adventurers of any age. Find hundreds of things to spot and learn new facts about
every destination. With epic adventures from the four corners of the globe and discoveries to
be made on your own doorstep, this book will inspire you to set off on your own journey of
discovery. - See more at: http://quartoknows.com/books/9781847806956/Atlas-of-
Adventures.html#sthash.kfeVPl0u.dpuf
Entertaining, instructive tales feature Peter Cottontail, Buster Bear; Grandfather Frog, Little Joe
Otter, Jimmy Skunk, Billy Mink, and other Green Forest friends.
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